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Park YS, Pendergast DR. Rennie DW. Decrease in body insulation with exercise in cool water.
Undersea Biomed Res l984: l!�!:�9-168.� Steady-state body insulation was ineasured in 7
healthy male subjects during rest and exercise For 3 h in water of 28'C-32'C. At res , maximal body
insulation increased as a linear function of mean subcutaneous fat thickness by an ainount approx-
irnately 4-fokl what would be predicted froin the physical insulation of fat alone, With arm plus leg
exercise, body insulation declined as an exponential function of  he exercise intensity, reaching
approximately 25% of the resting value at work load~above Vo = l.2 liters min '. During exercise
the relationship between overall body insulation and mean subcutaneous fat thickness was almost
identical to that predicted from fat insulation alone. These results suggest that 75% of maximal
body insulation in resting subject~ is achieved by use of skeletal muscle as an insulative barrier and
that the muscle component is increased with increasing fat thickness. This muscle insulation shell
is lost during exercise. As a practical consequence, heat generated by muscular exercise in water
colder than critical water  emperalure cannot offset cooling unless the exercise intensity is great.

body insulation

wale r tein pe ra lure
exercise
skeletal mu scl e

The indirect evidence seems quite good that  he thickness of' subcutaneous fat is only one
of several factors slowing the rate of central body heat loss in cold water, There is general
agree/nent that subcutaneous fat provides an insulative barrier to the toss of body heat during
immersion in coot water  I � 3!. f:arlson et al. �!, Keatinge �!, Sloan and Keatinge �!, Rennie
�!, Burton and Edholm  8!, and Pugh and Edholm  9! have shown for subjects resting in cold
water that more obese persons with greater subcutaneous fat thickness cool at slower rates at
the same water temperature. Second, the ratio of surface area to mass must be considered as a
factor when comparing cooling rates of individuals having substantially different body shapes
and sizes, e.g., men vs. women or aduhs vs. children  9, l0!. For man in water a third factor,
and possibly the most important, is the insulative shell beneath the skin and subcutaneous fat.
Sloan and Keatinge �! pointed out that lean subjects cool much less rapidly than would be
predicted from their ratio of surface area to mass, "probably because deep tissues provided
appreciable insulation to supplement  hat of skin and subcutaneous fat." Rennie et al.  l 1!
reported that the linear regression of maximal body insulation on subcutaneous fat thickness,
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when extrapolated to fat thickness of zero, yielded a positive intercept on the insulation axis;
therefore they postulated the existence of an in-series insulative inuscle shell based on the
concepts of insulative cold acclimatization developed by Carlson et al. �!. Exercise in water
cooler than 25'C has been shown to actually accelerate body cooling above rates at rest �,
12!, probably due to increased muscle perfusion and hence reduced insulation. However, there
has been no quantitative assessment of the actual magnitude of muscle insulation during
progressive increments of exercise, primarily because most studies have been done in water
so cold as to preclude achievement of the thermal balance needed to calculate overall body
insulation,

The current study represents an attempt to quantify the relative insulative value of subcu-
taneous fat vs. muscle during prolonged immersion in water of 28'C-32'C by measuring the
steady-state body insulation during the last hour of a 3-h immersion of subjects at rest and
during each of several levels of coinbined arm and leg exercise.

METHODS

To study the effects of long-term exercise on body insulation in water, 7 healthy male
volunteers were used with a range of subcutaneous fat thickness from 1.4 to 7.4 mm. None of
the subjects were in rigorous physical training. Their physical characteristics are summarized
in Table l.

Skinfold thickness was measured with a Lange caliper  Cambridge Scientific Inc., Cam-

bridge, MD! at each of 10 positions  chin, cheek, back, chest, midlateral thorax, umbilicus,

lateral waist, triceps, knee, and calf!, and the weighted mean subcutaneous fat thickness  SFT!
was estimated after correction for 4-rnm double-skinfold thickness for each position �1!.

Percentage of total body fat was estimated from the relationship between skinfold thickness
and adiposity as described by Allen et al. �3!.

Establishmerrt of critical water remperarure. Critical water teinperature  T, !, defined as
the lowest temperature a resting individual can tolerate for 3 h without shivering, was deter-
mined for each subject in a series of preliminary experiments by immersing them to the chin
in vigorously stirred water  v = 0.25 m s '! as previously described � 1!. Subjects were
clothed in swim suits and seated motionless for up to 3 h. Water temperature was regulated to
within 0.05'C at each selected temperature. The Vo- was measured directly at 20-min intervals
using a closed-circuit 13L Collins spirometer  Warren E. Collins, Inc., Braintree, MA!, lf the
three final readings exceeded the initial hour's Vo by more than i07o, the water temperature
was considered too cold and was raised 1'C for the subsequent test. Usually 2 but occasionally

3 iminersions were necessary. Table 1 summarizes the T,�. of the subjects.

Exercise in warer of <rirical temperature. A modified Collins bicycle ergorneter was mounted
over a water tank 3 rn long, 1.5 rn wide, and 3 m deep. Subjects were seated comfortably on
the ergometer seat with legs extended horizontally to the foot pedals. A rope with hand loops
passed through an adjustable friction ring mounted on the ergoineter frame so that active
flexion of first one arm and then the other could be accomplished over the full range of arm
flexion in synchrony with leg pedaling. After the subject was strapped comfortably to the seat
the entire frame was lowered into the water to the level of the subject's chin. An exercise

intensity that could be continued for 3 h was established empirically for each subject by
modifying the frequency of simultaneous cycling and arm flexion and the drag. The Vo, was
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measured at 20-min intervals and the level ol' excrcrse was expressed in terms of kcal m

h ', where 1 kcal = 0,207 liters O.  sir n!.

Calcularion ofbody inswlarion. '1'o calculate overall body insulation �! the following equa-
tion was used �1!:

1  C/ kcal m - 'h '! =  T�� T.!/�.92 M = S!

where T� is rectal temperature measured by thermistor at a depth of 20 cm. T� is water
temperature 20 cm from the subject, M is metabolic hea  production in kca! rn ' h '. and 5
is the loss or gain of body heat stores  DT�0.83 0.6 body wt! during the final hour of
immersion. in kcal m ' -h ', Respiratory heat loss was assumed to be 0.08 M at rest and
during exercise and was subtracted from M to give overall skin heat flux of 0.92 M ~ S.

RESULTS
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Figure 1 summarizes the time course of T� top! and M  bottom! for the 7 subjects at rest in
critical water temperature and while performing leg and arm exercise at M = 73  Exercise 1!
and M = 120  Exercise 2! kcal m ' h ' at this same water temperature. The T�of the
resting subjects dropped exponentially over 3 h from an initial value of 37.35'C ~ 0,14  SE!
to 36,68'C ~ 0.08. A similar change in T�was observed during light exercise  Exercise 1!.
During moderate exercise  Exercise 2! there was no significant change in T�: 37.30'C ~ 0.07
at rest vs, 37.25'C ~ 0.10 after exercise. The value of M rapidly rose during exercise  bottom
of Fig. 1! and remained constant for the entire 3 h of immersion. thus assuring a steady state
of heat flux.

Table 2 summarizes the average steady-state value for core to skin temperature difference
 T�� T�!, metabolic rate  M!, and body insulation �! at rest and during exercise in the 3rd h
of immersion. Since the T�� T gradient was increased at most from 6,48 C = 0.85'C at rest
to 7.08'C ~ 0.89'C during exercise level 2, the overall body insulation decreased on the average
from 0,151'C + 0.029'C/kcal m ' h '! at rest to 0.064 ~ 0.008 during Exercise 2  see
Table 2!.

Figure 2 depicts the value of overall body insulation as a function of exercise level in 7
subjects, Each point depicts the value for I��and M measured during the final hour of the 3-h
exercise, when a new steady state was established. The most obese subject, lvlG   ~ !. had the
largest overall insulation at rest, l = 0.23'C/ kcal m - 'h '!, and underwent the greatest
decline to a value of 0.073 at an exercise level of AM = 100 kcal m '- h '. Subjects GVL
 Q! and AV �! had the smallest overall insulation at rest, 0.11 C/ kcal m ' -h '! and
underwent the least decline to a value of 0.04 at ~ = 100 kcal m-' h ', The proportionate

decrease in I was virtuaHy the same in each subject, however.
Figure 3 depicts each steady-sta e value of overall body insulation as a function of subcu-

taneous fat thickness  SFT! for all subjects at various levels of exercise  hM = 0 at rest. 25,
50, and 100 kcal rn '- h '!, estimated from Fig. 2. A series of linear regressions of 1 on SFT
was observed with the resting subjects having a slope almost 4-fold tha  measured for in vitro
fat �!, or in vivo fat of subjects in T,. �!. The slope of the regressions and their intercepts
decreased progressively as exercise increased until at AM = 100 kcal m ' h ' the slope
was not significantly different from that for unperfused fat, depicted as the dashed line in
Fig. 3.
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TABLE 2

T�� T... METAnOr iC RArE, ANn BOOV IVSUr ATiON DER>NG 3RD H OE IxtMERSiON

During Exercise'

At Rest

T�� T,� 'C!

M  kcal- m-' h-'!

S"  kcal m ' h '!

T-- T-
0.92M+ S

 'C/ kcal m ' h '!

6.48 0,85

47+ 3.59
7,08 0,89

123+ 6.25

6,37 ~ 0.75

72.04 ~ 2.43

� 3.6 0.76

0.151 w 0.029
1.47+ 3.51

0.064 ~ 0,008

� 6.5+ 3.0

0.095 ~ 0.011

'Exercise 1: dM = 25 kcat rn ' h '. Exercise 2: dM = 76. "Change inbodyheat storage.

MSCUSS 101'
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For many years investigators have intimated that factors in addition to subcutaneous fat
thickness must determine body cooling rates or body insulation in water � � 7, 10, I 1!. The
present study focuses on the hypothesis that skeletal muscle acts as an insulative barrier in
resting subjects. Although we claim no originality for this concept, which dates back at least
to Carlson et al. �!, the design of this study does provide for the first time a quantitative
estimate of the importance of muscle, and hopefully it will be a stimulus for basic studies on
the circulation of skeletal muscle in imniersion hypothermia.

The results depicted in Figs, 2 and 3 indicate that exercise progressively diniinished overall
body insulation to values that can be accounted for by unperfused subcutaneous fat and skin
alone �!. Figure 4, which is derived from data in Fig. 2, depicts the decrease of body insulation
for each individual exercise period as a percentage of its value at rest, On the average, the
insulation decreased to approximately 50% of I �at kM = 50 kcal m ' h ', to 35% at hM
= 100, and to 27% at hM = 150. Thus skeletal muscle appears to provide as much as 75% of
total body insulation in subjects resting in water of critical temperature. with subcutaneous fat
and skin accounting for the remainder  see Fig. 4!. A similar conclusion has been drawn in
another study �!, in which superficial shell  fat and skin! insulation was estimated from direct
measurements of fat and skin temperatures and skin heat Ilux. This suggests that for subjects
immersed in moderately cold water, heat loss is controlled largely by blood liow to skeletal
muscle with unperfused subcutaneous fat and skin providing a less important role than com-
monly supposed.

Measurements of skeletal muscle blood  low in different parts of the body during immersion
have not been reported, However, resting blood  low in the entire forearm is reduced to only
10%%u of control when the temperature of water irnrnersion changes from 35 C to 30'C �4, 15!.
It therefore seems likely that the blood vessels of muscle constrict in response to whole-body
immersion in water that feels tepid, thereby providing an insulative layer underneath the
superficial tissues. The signal for this severe vasoconstriction deserves to be an object of study,
since neither central nor skin temperatures are greatly different from these during comfortable
exposure in air. This additional insulation would naturally be removed at least in part by
exercise hyperemia.

In the present study, as well as in other studies �, 16, 17!, the maximal body insulation
attained during rest at critical water temperature was linearly correlated with the subcutaneous
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Fig. 3, Overall body insulation, l, plotted as a function of subcutaneous fat thickness in 7 subjects.

Maximal I values during 3rd h of immersion in water of critical temperature are depicted by the top line,
hf = 50 kcal m ' h '. Each of the lower solid lines depicts I during 3rdh of exercise at 75, l00, and
l50 kcal m '- h, Dashed lirie depicts physical insulation of fat alone, i.e., 0.058'Cl kcal m -' h '!.
See Refs. l and 2,
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Fig. 4. percentage of maximal insulation at res , % I � is plotted for all 7 subjects as a function of
metabolism above resting. At i3hf = 50 kcal - in ' h ', % I, = 48. The asymptote for % l, approaches
25% when ~ exceeds 150 kcal m-' h- '
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fat thickness with a slope 3- to 4-fold greater than that for fat alone  I, 2!. 'I'his auginentation
of overall insulation suggests that the insulative layer ol muscle increases in person~ with
greater I'at thickness. A schematic representation of this is depicted in Fig. 5 for subjects
resting at T,. Since the insulations of skin and t'at layers remain maxiinal at water temperatures
belov' 3".C  '2!, the insulation due to skin would be independent of the obesity of the subject,
whereas the insulation due to fat would increase in direct proportion to the thickness of the
fat layer. Assuming a value of 0,03 Ci kcal m ' h ' cin '! for the insulation of unpert'used
muscle  I!, the equivalent thickness of skeletal muscle needed to account for the slope ol' I
versus fat thickness in Fig, 5 would be 32 tnm in subjects with 2 mm of fat thickness and 60
mm for subjects with 8 mm of fat thickness  Fig. 5inset!. This sugges s that muscle blood liow
is more severely restricted in I'it subject» than in thin subject~ in water of critical temperature,
The critical water temperature, and hence the skin tempera ure during immersion, decreases
as the skinfold thicknes~ increases  Table I and Refs. 7, I I!. One hypothesis to explain the
increased muscle vasoconstriction, therefore. is that the activity of cu aneous cold receptors
 nay be greater in fat subjects than in thin subjects in T,�, and this may cause more complete
muscle vasoconstriction in an obese per~on. An additional factor. not mutually exclusive of
the above-proposed mechanism, is the larger and lean body mass ol' the more obese subjects
in this study  see 'I'able 1!. The same intensity of muscle vasoconstrictor tone could lead to a
larger mass of unperfused muscle in the obese subjec s. Regardless of interpretation, it is
apparent that subcutaneous fat retards body heat loss in water of critical temperatures not
only due to the physical insulation of fat itself but also due  o its amplilication ofbody insulation
brought abo~t by an increased thickness of the tnuscle shell.

Exercise-induced decreases in body insulation, as observed in the present study, have soine
practical consequences. In Fig. 6 the hypothetical relationship between critical water  emper-
ature and metabolic heat production is depicted for subjects having overall body insulations
of 0.025'C, 0.10'C, and 0.20'C/ kcal m = h '!  the series of straight lines intercepting at 36'C
on the temperature axis!. This relationship is calculated by the equation: T,�= T�� 0,92 M
- I  a rearrangernent of Eq, l! where 36'C is the minimal steady-state 'I�chosen for effective
performance of exercise �!, If one uses a person's resting maximal I value for predictive
purposes, it is clear that an increase in M will predict a decrease in the hypothetical water
temperature of immersion without incurring a drop in T�below 36'C. The higher the I value,
the lower will be the hypothetical water temperature for a given M.

Also plotted in Fig. 6 are relationships actually observed between Mand T,. for two subjects:
GVL  =! of this study and JZ in the study of Pugh and Edholm  9!. GVL had a resting I of
O.II'C/ kcal in -' h '! in T,. of 32 C, However, with progressive increases in M, his I value
decreased to 0.025 as an asymptote  see Fig. 2!, Thus. there would be no drop in T,�until M
exceeded 200 kcal m ' -h '. Subject JZ Z in Fig. 6! had an overall body insulation that we
calculated to have been 0. l7'Ct kcal m h '! when "resting" in I7'C water with M = I34
kcal m ' - h '. Presumably, his T,. at rest in the conditions of the present study  M = 50
kcal - in ' - h '! would have been altnost the same. We calculate his overall body insulation
dropped to 0.07'C/ kcal m ' h '! when exercising for long periods in water of l6'C, as
shown in Fig, 6, We can only speculate that at still higher levels of M, the T,. for JZ would
have decreased along the hypothetical linear relation for I = 0.07 as depicted in Fig. 6.

In practice, therefore, one must allow for the predictable decrease in I  shown in Fig. 4!
when estimating the coldest water temperature for iong-term muscular exercise. Presumably,
this principle will apply as well to man in wet suits, but that will be an object for further study.
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that would account for the observed relation between maximal insulation at rest, I �and subcutaneous
fat thickness  botrom!. For a subject with mean fat thickness of 2 mtn the relative thickness of skin, fat,
and muscle would be 2, 2, and 32 mm. respectively. based on thermal conductivity of dead tissue. For a
fat thickness of 8 mm, the respective tissue thicknesses would be 2, 8, and 58 mm. See Ref. l.
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Fig. 6. Relationship between critical water temperature, T,  ordinateh and metablic heat production,
hf  abscissa l. Straight-line isopleths are hypothetical relationships based on the equation T = T�� 0.92
hf I for I values of 0.025, 0,10, and 0.20'C/ kcal m ' h-'l and for a T�= 36 C, which was selected as
the lowest rectal temperature for effective performance �!. Values for subject GVL  o! from this study
and JZ from the study of Pugh and Edholm  9! indicate that T, cannot be predicted frotn this simplified
equation until d8f exceeds l50-200kcal m '- h '. At lower levels of4hf th d I ff ht e decrease in I offsets theincrease in M so that no decrease in T, occurs,
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Park YS, Pendergast DR, Rennie DW. Diminution de I'isolation corporelle durant I'exercice en eau
froide. Undersea Biomed Res 1984; I I�!:159-168.� L'isolation corporelle 5 Id at stable fut mesu-
r6e pendan  3 h chez 7 sujets males en san� au repos et 0 I'exercice dans de I'eau 5 28'C-32'C. Au
repos, I'isolation corporelle rnaximale augmente Iinciairemen  en fonrtion de I'6paisseur moyenne
du tissus adipeux sous-cutane d'une valeur d'approximativemeni 4 fnis celle predite par I'isolation
physique de la graisse seule. Au cours de I'exercice avec les bras e  les jambes. I'isolation corporelle
diminua exponentieilement en fonction de I'intens � du travail, at eignant environ 2S% de la valeur
de repos aux charges de travail d6passan  une Vo. = 1.2 litres - min '. Duran�'exercice. Ia relation
entre I'isolation corporelle dans son ensemble et I'6paisseur moyenne du tissu s adipeux sous-cutan6
6 ait presque identique h celle predite par I'isolation de Ia graisse seule. Ces r6sultats suggkrent que
7S% de I'isolation corporelle max male chez les sujet s au repos est achevee par I'emploi des muscles
squelettiqueS COmme barribre isolante, et que la cOmpOsan e muSCulaire est augmentee par I'ac-
croissement de I'epaisseur de graisse. Cet e envelope d'isolation musculaire est perdue pendant
I'exercice. Comme cons6quence pratique, la chaleur produite par I'exercice musculaire dans de
I'eau 5 une temp6rature supdrieure 6 une valeur critique ne peut pas conlrecarrer le refroidissement
5 moins d'efkctuer un travail 5 une intensit i plus grande

isolation corporelle
muscle squelettique

tempdrature de I 'eau
exercice
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Discussion related to the ar ticle Deer ease in body insulation w i. th
exercise in cool water

Dr. hrnold: Dr. Rennie, in a hypothermic patient who has been out of
the water or otherwise, when one worries about rewarming the limbs
quickly, the thought being that one ends up getting a dumping of very
cold blood back f rom the limbs into the ventricles causing
ventricular fibrillation, it may very well be that the temperature of
the muscles and the periphery is lower than the rectal temperature
and therefore your whole periphery seems to be a better insulator for
your core.

Dr. Rennie: That's right. If in fact there is a severe sustained
vasoconstriction of skeletal muscle as a consequence of cool water
stress, then you would imagine there could be a progr essive loss of
stored heat f rom a poorly per fused limb, or lengthening of the
thermopathway providing a progressively longer physical pathway for
the conduction of heat through that muscle. You'r e quite r ight, that
muscle would cool below the temperature of the central core providing
a heat sink. In the case of rewarming you possibly do run the risk of
cold blood going back into the core and still further contributing to
the drop in core temperature. That's kind of a controversial question.

Dr Blsner: It would seem to suggest f rom what you have done and
from the earlier discussions that if you were in a survival situation
and you are dumped into cold water, you may choose to try to swim to
the shore. Your chances would improve if you are large and fat.
However, if you' re in a situation in which there is no hope of
swimming to the shore, it would perhaps be better to be skinny and
small and loose consciousness and depend upon CNS cooling until
rescued. We have seen recent examples of this response in children
immersed in cold water for periods up to 40 min.

Dr. Rahn- To continue this argument in another way, what would be the
best procedure af ter falling overboard in the middle of the Atlantic'P

Dr. Rennie: In the middle of the AtlanticP Stay with the boat, stay
with your clothes, remain immobile, go to the fetal position.

Dr. Rahn: In other words, don't exercise

Dr. Rennie: Don't exercise. Now, if this is a skeletal muscle
vasoconstriction problem and is cold induced, then it is still an open
question what exercise hyperemia will do under those conditions. Will
it break through the cold induced vasoconstriction completely, or only
in part? And if it's only in part, then this could even af feet your
swimming performance. It would be like swimming with a partial
tour niquet on, which is still another reason for remaining immobiler
or at least not striking out for a distant shore at a high rate of
speed.

Dr. Rahn: What about the breath-hold diver?

Dr. Rennie: Dr. Elsner has got data from years ago on the effects of
breath-hold on human calf blood flow. I think he interpreted that as
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vasoconstriction in the calf. I don't remember if it was in the muscle
or no t.

Dr. Blsner: In some subjects the flow shut right down so it has to
be muscle ischemia as well as skin vasoconstriction.

Dr. Rahn: What about a real situation, for example, Dr. Hong's Ama in
ten degrees water, diving daily for l5 minutes at the most.

Dr. Rennie: Well, the interpretation that I would have, of course, is
that the functional insulation in the real world is so much less than
the insulation studied under conditions of critical water temperature,
that there is no comparison between the two whatsoever. Combined
shivering and exercise so reduce the insulation, that it is immaterial
whether they develop a slight increase in the insulation of the
periphery in water of critical temperature. They may truly have
developed that increase in insulation. But whether it was of
survival value, practical value, I would say not anymore than an
increase in basal metabolic rate could reasonably be argued to be a
survival factor in the Eskimo.

Dr. Rahn: You know what the diving endurance is at l0 degrees C and
at 25 degrees C in water, Can you on the basis of these time
di fferences, and knowing the rectal temperatures, go back and
reinterpret and predict the duration7

Dr Rennie: Yes you can. Everything you gain by increasing metabolic
heat. production by exercise, you loose by the decrease in insulation,
so that any increased metabolic heat produced by exercising has no
ef feet on the minimal operational water temperature in which one
works. That is, there is no ef feet at the levels of metabolic rate
that they use for the 35-45 minutes that they are working< which is
only about three times greater than rest.

Dr. Van Liew: Does still water act as an insulator7

Dr Rennie: All our studies were done with vigorously stirred wateri
so that the additional stirring effect of exercise, for example, would
be mini miz ed.

Dr Van Lieu: But in the real world, the amount of sti rring is an
impor tant complication.

Dr. Rennie: In the real world that's still a further complicationp
that's correc t.

Dr Lundgren: The amount of reduction in blood flow that you saw and
that we saw, in the face immersion studies that I mentioned earlierp
where the fall in forearm blood flow was 50%, has to involve muscle
to a substantial degree, because in order' to cut the blood flow in
half for the whole limb, given the high proportion of muscle tissue
relative to skin tissue, a lot of the reduction has to be taken out of
m us cl e bl ood f l ow.

Dr Blsner: It's very cur ious that in our studies some years ago one
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of the subjects who showed extremely low calf blood flow during face
immersion is a fellow who, characteristically, complained of leg
cramps when he was surfing.
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THERMOREGULATION IN WET SUIT DIVERS
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Kosin Medical College, Pusan 600, Korea;

Ocean and Underwater Medical Research Center, Chinhae, Korea;
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Buffalo, NY 14214

Maintenance of normal body temperature is a critical problem for divers
working in cold water. Because of the high heat conductivity and heat
capacity of water, body heat is rapidly lost from the skin to the adjacent
layer of water. This drain of body heat is the principal problem of divers
and, in fact, the dive time of unprotected divers is primarily determined by
this loss of body heat �,2!.

As reported elsewhere �! the thermal cost of diving in Korean women
divers decreased remarkably since they adopted wet suits probably due to
additional insulation provided by the suit. In breath-hold diving, divers
repeat the cycle of a dive and surface recovery each lasting for 30 - 40 sec
in the case of Korean women divers �!. During surface recovery, divers are
resting, in a head-out water immersion, whereas during dives they exercise
and are exposed to various degrees of hydrostatic pressure. As discussed by
Rennie in the preceeding paper, insulation of the human body undergoes a
dramatic reduction during exercise in water. Moreover, physical insulation
of the wet suit changes with pressure due to compression of trapped air �!.
Therefore, overall thermal insulation  and hence heat balance! of breath-
hold wet suit divers will be changed cyclically during the course of diving
work.

In the present paper, we will first present data of heat exchanges
obtained in Korean women wet suit divers during their natural diving work,
and then describe effects of exercise and pressure on the thermal insulation
of wet suit divers in cold water.

A. Thermal Balance ~Dnrin Breath-hold ~Divin

In 4 Korean women wet suit divers the heat exchange was studied while
they were working in the sea � - 5 m depth! �!, In order to evaluate the
effect of wet suits on the thermal balance, the subjects wore wet suits �
mm thick neoprene jacket, pants, hood and boots! in one series and cotton
suits  traditional diving suits of previous Korean women divers! in the
other,

Fig. 1 compares the time course of rectal  TR! and the mean skin  TS!
temperatures of wet suit and cotton suit divers during diving work in summer
�2.5 C water! and in winter �0oC water!. In cotton suit divers, the TR
declined to about 35oC in 30 min in winter and in 1 hr in summer, at which
time divers did not want to continue diving work any longer. The TS dropped
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Fig. l. Average time course of rectal  TR! and mean skin  TS!
temperatures of 4 women divers during wet suit and cotton
suit divings in summer  S! and winter  W!. Data based on
Kang et al. �!.

During wet suit. diving, divers did not experience such a hypothermia.
The fall in TR in 2 br was only 0.4 C in summer and 0.6 C in winter. Thus
TR was of no major importance in the determination of work period. The TS
was also maintained at a level significantly higher than that in cotton suit
divers, but it is important to notice that TS in winter was still well below
the comfortable range �0 � 33 C!. Values of TS and TB at the end of 2 hr
work period were 31 and 35 C in summer and 28 and 33oC in winter,
respectively. The calculated body heat debt was 28 and 119 kcal in summer
and winter, respectively.

Fig. 2 summarizes average hourly values of heat production  M 4.83
VOZ! and heat loss  H = M+zTB x Body wt x 0.83! of 4 divers during the work
shift. In summer, heat production and beat loss of wet suit divers were
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to 24oC in summer and 13 C in winter at the end of the work period; hence
the reduction in mean body temperature  TB = 0.6 TR + 0.4 TS! was 8.4 C in
winter and 6oC in summer. The loss of body heat content  AS =hT x body wtB
x 0.83! was calculated to be 240 and 363 kcal in summer and winter,
respectively. These results conf irm tbe earlier notion that the most
important factor determining the working time in unprotected divers ia deep
body cooling �,2!.



As expected, when water temperature decreased in winter, heat
production �48 and 210 kcal/m ~ hr in cotton suit and wet suit divers,2

respectively! and heat loss �53 and 335 kcal/m ~ hr in cotton suit and wet
suit divers, respectively! increased in both wet suit and cotton suit
divers. However, as in summer, the heat loss was nearly  95X! compensated
by the heat production in wet suit divers, but only 60% compensated in
cot ton su it divers.
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Fig. 2. Average heat production and heat loss of 4- women divers
dur ing wet suit and cot ton su it d iv ings in s utsmer and
winter. Data based on Kang et al. �!.

The estimated shivering thermogenesis in winter was 64 and 126
kcal/m 'hr in wet suit and cotton suit divers, respectively. It is of2 ~

interest to note that the degree of shiver ing was greater in wet suit divers
in winter than in cotton suit divers in summer �4 vs 21 kcal/m 'hr!
although the TK and T8 were higher in the former than in the lat ter  see
Fig. 1!. Since the present subjects  also other Korean women divers! did
not wear protective gloves even in the cold season, we speculated that the
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approximately equal  about 85 kcal/m -hr!, indicating that the subjects were2

in thermal steady-state. However, in cot ton suit divers the heat production
 I05 keel/m ~ hr! was only 60X effective in offsetting the heat loss �612.

kcal./m hr! ~ The amount of excess heat product ion in cot ton suit divers2

over that in wet suit divers was about 20 kcal/m ~ hr, which may represent
shivering thermogenesis- It is evident that even this small amount of
shivering accelerated heat loss more than heat production in unprotected
divers, and that its elimination by wearing wet suits greatly improved the
thermal economy of divers.



exposure of the hands to cold �0oC! water potentiated the shivering
response in wet suit divers. In fact, Van Someren et al, �! have observed
that selective cooling of hands and feet stimulates heat product ion in
subjects immersed in 29oC water. Rtgardless of the mechanism, the
effectiveness of shivering in maintaining thermal balance in wet suit divers
is clearly evident in Pig. 2.

Evidently, the reduction of heat loss by wearing wet suits was due to
additional insulation provided by the suit. As illustrated in Pig. 3, the
total insulation estimated from the regtal to water temperature difference
and skin heat loss  Itotal  TH-Tg!/HS! appeared to be 2.1 to 2.8 times
greater in wet suit divers in summer and winter, respectively �.170 vs
0 ~ 193 C/kcal/m ~hr in summer vs winter! than in cotton suit divers �.081 vs
0.068 in summer vs winter!. However, the tissue insulation  Ibody  TH-
TS!/HS! was not significantly different between the two conditions
 approximately 0.07oC/kcal/m ~hr!. Consequently, the additional insulation
afforded by wet suits  Is�it Itotsl Ibody! was 0.10 � 0.13oC/kcal/m ~ hr.
Since the physical insulation of wet suits may vary with the depth of diving
and the physiological insulation provided by wet suits decreases with
exercise  see below!, the values of suit insulation obtained in working
breath-hold divers, as described above, may only represent the average
insulation during diving work. In any event, such a value of extra
insulation is equivalent to the insulation that can be provided by the 17 mm
fat layer  O.loC/kcal/m ihr-:0.006oC/kcal/m i br per mm fat ~ 17 mm fat!.
Such an increase in subcutaneous fat insulation would reduce proportionately
the heat loss of divers for a given temperature difference between the
central body and water.

o ct
Cf!

X' summer winter summer winter
WET SUITCOTTON SUIT

Pig. 3. Total and body insulations  I! during diving work in wet
suit and cotton suit divers in summer and winter. The
stippled portion of the bar represents the insulation
provided by wet suits. Each value represents the mean
 +SR! of 4 women divers. Data based on Kang et al. �! ~
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B. Effect of Exercise on Thermal Balance of Wet ~sni ~Di rs

It is well known that exercise in cold water increases heat loss more
than heat production in an unprotected individual �,8!. In order to
evaluate the effect of exercise on the thermal balance of wet suit divers we
have measured heat exchanges in 4 Korean women wet suit divers at rest and
during exercise in cold water. Subjects were clad in their personal wet
suits  jacket, pan~ and boots of 5 - 6 mm thick! and were immersed up to the
neck in a circulating water bath. The subject rested for 3 hr in a seated
position or exercised for 2 hr at a constant intensity using a bicycle
ergorneter submersed in the bath. In order to prevent convective heat loss
from under the suit  9! we taped the suit at the ankles and the wrists. For
each subject the water temperature was adjusted to the critical temperature
 Tcw, the lowest water temperature a resting subject could tolerate for 3 hr
without shivering! in order to evaluate the thermal insulation at the
maximal degree of peripheral vasoconstr iction. The average Tcw with wet
suits was 16.5 + 1.2  SE!oC.

e
Fig. 4 depicts average skin heat loss  HS! and rectal temperature  TR!

over the final 1 hr at rest or dur ing exerc ise. The exercise intensity was
expressed as a percentage of the resting metabolic rate. The HS at rest was
on the average 45 kcal/m 'hr, but it increased linearly with the exercise
intensity. However, the TH was not different whether the subjects were
resting or were exercising at the various levels tested  less than 3.5 Net!.
These results indicate that thermal insulation decreased inversely with
exercise intensity. As shown in Fig. 5, the calculated overall insulation
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Fig. 4. Steady-state skin heat loss  HS! and rectal
temperature TR! of 4 fernale wet suit divers as a function
of exercise intensity  X resting metabolism! in water of
critical temperature  Tcw!, Each symbol represents an
individual diver. Dotted line represents TK calculated
using the following formula: TE Tg+ ltotai x 0.92M!.
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 Itotal  Tg-TW!HS! decreased from about 0.5 C/kcal /m ~ hr at rest to
approximately one balf st 2 Met and to one third of the resting value at 3
Met. This decrease in Itotal appeared to be due in part to the reduction in
body insulation  Ibody! and in Part to the decrease in insulation afforded
by wet suits. The Ibod decl ined exPonentially from 0.23OC/keel/m hr at2.

rest to 0.06 at 3 Met. the apparent suit i.nsulation estimated from the
difference between the total and body ins~lation  Isuit Itotal Ihody,
stippled area! was on the average 0,27OC/kcal/m ~ br at rest, but
decreased gradually with exercise intensity until it reached approximately
0.1OC/keel/m wbr at above 3 Met. The latter value of Isuit is similar to
the physical insulation of 5 mm neoprene wet suits obtained using a copper
manikin �0!. Since there was no apparent reason for change in thickness
 and hence physical insulation! of wet suits between rest and exercise we
speculate that the unexpectedly high functional insulation of wet suits in
resting subjects is a consequence of physiological regulations in cold
water.
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Fig. 5. Steady-State insulations  I! of 4 female wet suit divers
as a function of exercise intensity in water of critical
temperature, ln each subject, values of Itota] and Ibody
were normalized against the corresponding mean value at
rest. Each symbol represent s an individual diver.
Stippled area represents the insulation afforded by wet
suits  Isuit! Dashed line represents the
calculated by adding an Is t value of 0.1 to Ib d atsurt body
various exercise levels.

When exposed to cold, the human body increases thermal insulation
through peripheral vasoconstriction. As schematically illustrated in Fig.
6, this regulation of thermal insulat ion is mostly accomplished in the
extremities and not in the trunk  8,11,12!. Infrared thermography studies
by Hayward et al.�3! indicated that the highest skin temperatures following
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prolonged resting in water are lateral thorax, upper chest and groin. The
constriction of limb blood vessels in cold water may occur also in wet
suited subjects. Since the physical insulation of foamed neoprene will
decrease as the curvature of surface increases �4!, the insulative value of
wet suits will be much smaller in the limb than in the trunk. Furthermore,
the design of wet suits is such that most of the r.runk surface is covered by
double sheets  pants and jacket! and the limbs by a single sheet. Thus wet
suits provide good insulation to the trunk surface, but poor insulation to
the limbs. As a consequence, the skin temperature underneath the suit will
become much lower in the extremities than in the trunk during immersion in
cold water �1.3oC, chest vs 26oC, leg in the present study!. In other

gC
VATLJRE

THICKNESS

Fig. 6. A schematic illustration of the insulative shell  stippled
area! of a wet suited subject in cold water. Note that
the trunk is covered by double sheets  pants and jacket!
and the limbs by a single sheet of the suit. Inset
illustrates schema tie a 1 ly changes in c lo thing in su la t ion.
as a function of thickness and curvature  after Van Dilla
et al.  l3!.

words, immersion vith wet suits is analogous to exposing the limb to water
colder than that exposing the trunk. This will lead to strong
vasoconstriction in the extremities. Restriction of limb blood flov will
greatly reduce the surface area for heat exchange and most of the heat
exchange between the body core and water will take place at the trunk
surface where suit insulation is relatively high. For these reasons, wet
suits provide far greater physiological insulation at rest than during
exercise. The exercise hyperemia reduces not only the thermal gradient from
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the deep tissues to the skin but also thermal insulation down the length of
the limb. Therefore, much of the heat produced in the skeletal muscle is
dissipated through the large surface area of limbs rather than returning to
the body core. Since the insulative value of wet suits is relatively low in
the limbs because of its design  single sheet! and the high curvature, the
effect of exercise is to increase the area for heat exchange over a poorly
insulated region in parallel to the trunk- Added to this is increased
convective heat loss from the escape of heated water at wrist, ankle and
neck seals  9!. Estimation of the heat exchange area  A = Isuit x 0 92
5/ T~!, N is metabolic rate in kcal/hr!, assuming that Isuit is constant
at 0.12Wkcal/m2 hr, indicates that the area at rest is only 0.66 m, which
is equivalent to 40% of the total suit surface area  Fig. 7!. The heat
exchange area increases with exercise and becomes almost identical to the
actual suit surface area at M = 200 kcal/hr. This analysis clearly
indicates that the relatively high apparent suit insulation in the resting
subject is due to reduced surface area for heat exchange.
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Fig. 7. The effect of heat exchange area of wet suits  A! at rest
and at two levels of exercise. 'Ihe formula for A is shown
in the inset. The value of Isuit was set at
0.120C/kcal/m~ hr, which was observed for the 5 mm
neoprene wet suit using an electrically heated manikin
�0! .
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Three male wet suit divers were immersed in 15 � 16 C water in the
wetpot of a hyperbaric chamber up to the neck. The chamber pressure was
maintained at 1, 2 or 3 ATA air. Subjects rested for 3 hr or exercised for
2 hr using bicycle ergometer- The Itotal, Ibody and Isuit were estimated
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Having established the pattern of thermal exchange in wet suit divers
at the surface of the water, we next investigated the effect of hydrostatic
pressure on the thermal balance of divers.



as described above vhen the body temperature change wss minimal during the
final hour of immersion. The actual thickness of suit reduced from 5 mm at
1 ATA to 3.5 at 2 ATA and 2.6 at 3 ATA. Thus, the phys ical insulation of
the suit might be decreased with pressure, and consequently skin surface
underneath the suit vas cooled more as the pressure increased, The TS at
rest was approximately 27 C at 1 ATA, 24.5 C at 2 ATA and 24.2 C at 3 ATA.
Fig. 8 illustrates thermal insulations at rest and during exercise in water
at 1, 2 and 3 ATA air. The degree of exercise vas expressed as the
metabolism above resting. At all pressures, insulations declined inversely
with exercise intensity. The Itotal, either at rest or during exercise,
decreased as the pressure increased. On the other hand, Ibody increased
slightly at pressure than at the surface  l ATA!. Consequently, the
difference between ltotal and Ibody  i.e., Is�it! decreased as pressure
increased  inset!. The relatively high Ibody at 2 and 3 ATA as compared
vith 1 ATA may be attributed to more intensive peripheral vasoconstriction
induced by the lower skin temperatures at pressure.

A practical implication of these findings is that if a wet suit diver
is in a situation when escape from the cold water is not possible, he is
better off to move to the surface and hold still than to swim if wasting of
energy is to be prevented. Even with wet suits, exercise increases heat
loss as much as heat production in cold water.
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Fig. 8. Insulations  I! of wet suit divers at rest and dur ing
exercise in 15 � 16oC water at l, 2 and 3 ATA air. Values
represent the mean of 3 male divers.
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D. ~Ch i~nits ~n Wet Suit Insulation with Surface to Dive Time Ratio in
B th h id ~iving

Since the functional insulation of wet suits changes with exercise and
pressure, as described above, the protective effect of wet suits in a
breath-hold diver will increase as the surface to dive time ratio increases.
In fact, a preliminary observation in 2 Korean women divers in summer �3 C
water! indicated that the apparent Is�it increased from O.l26 to
0.153 C/keel/m 'hr as their surface to dive time ratio was changed from 1/1
to 2/1. Thus, by adjusting the surface to dive time ratio one can prolong
the working time without increasing heat loss during breath-hold diving in
cold water. This wisdom of behavioral adjustment of diving pattern
 depending on water temperature! is actual ly observed in male d ivers of
Tsushima Island, Japan, as will be presented by Shiraki in the following
paper.
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Discussion following Dr. Park's presentation

Dr Craig: In one of your slides you showed the insulation index for
subjects not in the wet suit, and then you showed the increase in the
insulation index with the wet suit. You said the insulation index of
the body itself was not dif f er ent. This is somewhat dif f er ent f rom
our point of view, this would imply that your skin temperature with
the wet suit was not different from your skin temperature without the
wet sui t.

Dr. Park: During diving work in the sea the average skin temperature
of divers was much higher with the wet suit than without the wet suit
 by about 0.7 C in summer and by 14 C in winter!, however, the skin
heat flux was much lower with the wet suit than without the wet suit.
Consequently, the insulation index of the body calculated by dividing
the rectal to skin temperature difference with the skin heat flux
appeared ta be similar between the two conditians.

Dr. Rahn: I want to ask you about the assumption that the insulation
of the wet suit itself remains constant, and it seems to me that the
boundary layer - you' re going to have a boundary layer around the wet
suit -  will make a difference! and as your metabolism increases, your
work rate increases and therefore your boundary layer is going to
become reduced.

Dr. Park: It may well be, but probably not much so in vigorously
circulating water. We tried to eliminate the boundary layer outside
by stirring water very vigorously.

Dr. Rahn: Yes, that's f ine, but when you sit in the suit and you' re
going to have very vigorous stirring, you' re still going to have
baundary layers and now, when you work harder and harder, you will
reduce those boundary layers and I was wondering whether that curve
that you showed for the suit insulation  figure 5! is not the real
story, because yau had to invent a new kind of insulation. I'm
just wondering whether the difference in the suit insulation between
resting and exercising subjects represents the changes in the boundary
layer due to excessive work.

Dr. Park: Partly, probably. But like I said, water circulation was
vigorous ~

Dr Rahn: Ah, but I'm telling you that, no matter how vigorous it is,
I'm going to have pockets all over here and there that will produce a
boundary layer. Then when I exercise I will reduce those boundary
layer s, a t least I think, what do you think?

Dr. Rennie: Well there's also a degree of convective heat loss from
inside.

Dr. Park: Inside of the suit, now you' re talking about outside or
inside?

Dr. Rabn: I'm talking about outside.
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Dr. Rennie: The water circulation inside the suit complicates matters
also.

Dr Rahn: But it seems to me you can never wipe out the boundary
layer no matter how much current you have because man is not a
single beautiful egg.

Dr. Park: Certainly so, but like Dr. Rennie said, convection
underneath the suit could also have an effect. When we did this
experiment, we taped the suit at the ankles and the wrists to prevent
heat convection from under the suit as much as possible. But still we
probably had some convection underneath the suit, which reduces the
external insulation. One more thing I want to point out is that the
value of the suit insulation measured during heavy exercise was very
similar to that obtained by Goldman et al.  Aerospace Med. 1966; 37:
485-487!. In their study they measured the wet suit insulation using
an electrically heated copper mannequin with and without circulating
water. The difference was surprisingly small< indicating that the
effect of boundary layer on the physical insulation of the suit is
rather small.
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Diving pat tern and thermoregulatory responses
of male and female wet-suit divers

K. Shiraki, N. Konda, S. Sagawa and Y. S, Park

Department of Physiology, School of Medicine, University of Occupational
and Environmental Health, Kitakyushu, Japan, and Kosin Medical College,
Pusan, Korea

Along the coast and islands of Japan and South Korea there live more
than 30,000 breath-hold divers who harvest professionally the ocean floor,
gathering abalones, snails, sea urchi ns and sea weeds . While this
profession belongs exclusively to females in Korea  Hae-Nyo!, both sexes
are engaged in diving work in Japan  Ama!. According to the statisti cs
compiled in 1977 by the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries of
the Japanese Government, there are approximately 13,000 full-time divers in
Japan, of whom 8,500 �5X! are males; moreover, the number of male divers
remain the same while that of the female decreased by 20X since L965.
It is also significant to note that male divers are responsible for 75X of
the annual harvest by all divers in Japan. Since these divers start
their profession at the teenage and continue until they reach more than 60
years old, they have been the subject of manv physiological studies,
Most of these studies have been focused on female divers in whom diving
pattern, cardiovascular, respiratory and thermoregulatory functions have
been extensively investigated  l-3!. In contrast, male divers so far
received little attention from physiologists despite their dominance in
numbers and quantity of the harvest over the female counterpart. 'While
this review is focused on comparing physiological functions between male
and female divers  Ama!, special emphasis is laid on the sex difference of
thermoregulatory mechanisms of breath-hold divers.
Investigations of male divers were carri ed out at Tsushima Island, located
between the island of Kyushu. Japan and the Korean peninsula �4 20 N, I29
20 E!, and the data for the female counterpart were obtained from earlier
studies on Korean women divers,

Experimental methods were matched in divers of both sexes, and the
experiment was conducted in two seasons, 'once in summer and another in
winter. However there were indispensable differences in the way of
diving and wet suits between Japanese male and Korean female divers,
Male divers in Tsushima Island used boats to reach the area where they
dived, on the contrary female divers in Pusan area dived in the sea close
to the shore  approximately l0 m from the shore!. All divers of both
sexes wore neoprene wet suits. During winter season, male divers wore a
thicker wet suit �.5-6.0 mm! and also were protected with a hood, gloves
and boots made of foam neoprene, however during the summer season, they
wore a thinner wet suits � mm! with cotton gloves and socks and no hood.
On the other hand, Korean women divers wore a neoprene wet suit of same
thickness regardless of the season, 'hood and boots of neoprene and cotton
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gloves were used in summer and winter. Thus, the physical insulation
external to the body was obviously increased in winter for male divers.

Measurement gf diving pagtCpn The depth of diving was recorded on a
small aneroid gauge connected by a 30-m teflon tube to a rubber balloon of
500 ml capacity. The balloon was protected by a perforated polyethylene
bottle and attached to the diver's belt. During actual diving
operations the pressure changes were monitored either by reading a pressure
gauge manually �! or by recording through a pressure transducer
automatically �!. The duration of each dive and the interval between
two successive dives, i.e surface time, were measured during their natural
work shifts.

Meaaurgmgnt oj beat exchange during diving wgl'k. The body temperature
was measured with thermocouples  copper-constantan!. Skin temperature
of 7 points  forehead, chest, forearm, hand, thigh, calf, and foot! in male
subjects and 4 points  chest, forearm, thigh and calf ! in female divers
were measured by thermocouples taped on the skin and mean skin temperature
 Tsk! was calculated by the formula of Hardy and Dubois �! for the 7
measurements and by Ramanathan �! for the 4 measurements. Rectal
temperature  Tre! was measured by a thermocouple probe sealed in
polyethylene tubing inserted 10-15 cm beyond the anal sphincter. Mean
body temperature  Tb! was calculated by the following equation: Tb
0.6Tre t 0.4Tsk. Oxygen consumption was measured by collecting expired
gas into a meteorological balloon. The gas was collected immediately
prior to the diving while resting in air and at 5 to 15 min intervals in
water while the suLIject was on the surface between dives. Heat
production  M, kcal/m /h! was calculated indirectly from oxygen consumption
and respiratory quotient. Total heat loss  H, kcal/mP/h! was calculated
as follows'. H = M t  dTb ~ BW + G.II3!, where dTb represents the change in
the mean body temperature in water   C/II!, BW is body weight  kg!, and 0.83
is the specific heat of the body  kcal/ C/kg!.

Mt,'mgremerit of fherlyi insiliatjon The tissue insulation �-tissue!
during diving work was estimated by the following formula: J-tissue
 Tre - Tsk!/Hsk, where Hsk represents the skin heat flux  kcal/m /h!, which
was computed by the following formula: Hsk = H - 0.08 M, where 0.08
represents the fractional loss of M through the respiratory tract  8!.
The total insulation  I-total! provided by the shell and wet suits in the
diver was estimated by the following formula' .I-total =  Tre � Tw!/Hsk,
where Tw represents water temperature.

Results and discussion

Diviog p~a terLL The average rate of ascent and descent for male and
female divers is summarized in Table i. The average descent rate of
shallow dives was simiLar for both sexes. However, the rate of descent
for deep dives in male divers was almost 2-folds of the shallow dives and
of female deep dives. MaLe divers used lighter counterweights than
female divers �! and thus the increased rate of descent can not be
explained by differences in buoyancy. Actual underwater observations
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of descending pattern indicated that male divers used legs and fins more
extensively than the female to achieve a fast rate of descent, The rate
of ascent was suite uniform in all divers. The lower value of the
ascent rate for deep dives as compared to the descent rate in male divers
indicate that they were not vigorously using their legs and fins for ascent
as they did for descent. In shallow dives, the measured ascending rate
of 0,27 m/sec was slower than that of the female diver. The slower rate
of ascending was apparently related to the fact that the male divers in
their ascent moved slowly toward the shallower region as they seeked their
harvest. These results indicate that the rate of descent and ascent for
shallow dives was not much different between Tsushima male divers and
Korean women divers. On the other hand, the male divers were able to
markedly increase the rate of descent for deeper dives unlike the women
divers.

Table l. Rate of ascent and descent of male and female divers

Rate of descent and ascent

Descent
 m/sec!

Ascent
 m/sec!

Dive time
 sec!

A. Shallow dives  depth�0 m!

Male
 n=2!
Female
 n~5!

0.63 0.27 88

0.54 0.84 35

B. Deep dives  depth	0 m!

Male
 n=4!
Female

i.l2 0.77 56

0.53 0.83 43

Frequency of dive and surface times and ratio of surface to dive time
of Tsushima male divers in summer and winter seasons were compared in
Fig.i. The seasonal difference of diving profiles of the divers, i.e.
longer surface time and shorter diving time during the winter dive than the
summer dive is clearly demonstrated. The average dive time, surface
time  interval between two successive dives! and the ratio of surface time
to dive time for male and female divers are shown in Table 2. The
average dive time for male divers was 39 s which is longer than that for
female divers, but the average surface time for male diver 42 h h
is sli htls g y shorter than the female counterpart. The average ratio of
surface to dive time was 1.30 for male divers in contrast to 1.49 for
female divers. If one assumes the rate of ascent for male divers to be
the same as that of descent for shallow dives �.63 m/s!, then the combined
time for descent to and ascent from 5 m depth and bottom time were



calculated as shown in Table 3. The diving pattern was quite similar
among male and female divers. On a daily basis, out of 237 min of total
working time in water, make divers spend 114 min �8X! for diving and 123
min �2X! fkoating at the surface, on the other hand female divers dive for
74 min �1X! and float for 106 min �9X! out of 180 min daily working time
in water. The Tsushima male divers spend 67 min on the bottom while the
Korean female counterpart spends 37 min. In other words, the male
divers have a daily bottom time twice longer than that of the female
counterpart. These results indicate that, whereas the basic diving
pattern was similar in both make and female breath-hold divers, the overall
efficiency of diving  in terms of the rate of descent and the bottom time !
appeared to be superior in make divers.
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Fig. i. Seasonal difference of percent frequency of individual dive
time  duration!, surface time  interval between two successive dives!, and
the ratio of surface to dive time of Tsushima male divers,
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Table 2. Average dive and surface times of male and female divers
 Average depth of dive ranged from 3 to 10 m!

Surface time Surface/dive
 sec!

Dive time
 sec!

Male
 n=10!

Summer 38.6 42.3 1.30

Winter 33.1

Female Summer 31.8

47.1 1,65

45,7 1.49

Table 3. Comparison of general pattern of diving to 5-m depth
between male and female divers  suer!

Mal e Female

Single dive time  sec!
Time for descent  sec!
Time for ascent  sec!
Bottom time  sec!

32 9.3
6.0

16,5

39
8
8

23

Single surface time  sec!
No. of dives/h
Total daily working time  min!

Total diving time  min!
Total surface time  min!
Total bottom time  min!

42
44.4

237
114 �8X!
123 �2X!
67

46
46.2

180
74 �!X!

106 �9X!
37
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ggy$ ~g+Dgg dgI jgg Qlyjog ggpjb The reduction of Trs in summsr season
during 2-! work period in water wag similg in male $0.38 C :37.68 C before
to 37.30 C after ! and female �.4 C :37.6 C to 37.2 C!. On the other
hand, t!e reduction of Tre during winter dlvg for male  water temperature,
Tw of 14 C! was 0.?9 C  from 3$.67 C to 36.88 C! in 90 min and 0.6 C in 120
min for female divers  Tw = 10 C!. This finding leads us to assume that
female divers can maintain their body temperature longer in cold water,
which may be explained partly by the thicker subcutaneous fat layer �! as
shown in Table 5. Also the duration of daily work shift in women
divers was longer by 30 - 5D X  Table 4! in both summer and winter. ln
any case, it is reasonable to think that the divers perhaps recover their
body temperature during the pause between work shifts.

Metabolic heat production for male divers increased to 125'X of predive
value after 5 to 10 min of diving work and then remained eievated until
the termination of the diving work in summer and winter. On the other



Tbgrmal j~LIjyfjgII ~ring QjvjIIg work. Steady state thermal insulation
of divers during working in the sea is summarized in Table 5.
Insulative values of female divers were significantly higher than those for
male divers. I-total, I-tissue and I-suit for male divers were
significantly increased in winter, however there was no such seasonal
difference in female divers. For a subject submerged in cold water,
the shell insulation is provided by the tissue and suit. The tissue
insulation  I-tissue! is mainly attributed to the subcutaneous fat and non-
perfused muscle layers. The muscle insulation, which accounts for at
least 75X of the maximal I-tissue at rest in water critical temperature, is
gradually diminished in exercise in proportion to work intensity �0!.
The subcutaneous fat insulation, on the other hand, is not alter ed during
exercise in water �1!. Thus, overall I-tissue of the subject
exercising in cold water is expected to be higher in a fat subject than in
a lean subject,

Table 4. Energy cost of daily diving work in suer and winter
of both male and female divers

No. of work Duration of Surface/dive Total working Total extra
shift work shift ratio time energy cyst

 min!  min!  kcal/m !

Tsushima male diver  N=10!
Summer 2 138a4
Winter 3 8012

425al2
405+ 6

1.30a0.18 27618
1.97a0.18 240a4

Korean female diver  N=4!
Summer 1 180
Winter 1 120

179
245

1.49+0.09 180
120

Data from Kang et al 9!. ValueSare means+SE. p<0.05 vs summer value.

I2g

hand female divers increased their metabolic heat production only 70 X in
summer and 140 X in winter. The cumulative extra heat loss  i. e., net
thermal cost of diving work! as a function of working time is shown in Fig.
2. The net thermal cost of diving work was calculated by summing the
extra heat production  extra M = M during work - M during rest! and the
reduction on body heat content  estimated from Tb change! in water.
The cumulative extra heat loss increased rapidly in female divers in winter
but not in male divers. To estimate the total thermal cost of diving
work during a natural work, we extrapolated the steady state portion of the
curve in Fig. 2 to the total work time in a day of an individual and the
findings are su! miarized in Table 4. D~ily total energy used for diving
was 250 kcal/m  summer! to 160 kcal/m  winter! higher in male than
female. The measured daily energy expenditure was identical to the
estimated daily caloric intake of both sexes demonstrating that male and
female divers were able to maintain their body weight and fat content
almost constant in winter and summer seasons.
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Fig. 2. Cumulative extra heat loss during the diving work in male and
female divers. Points and vertical bars represent mean USE. Data of
the females are replotted by using the report of Kang et al.  9!.

Table 5, Seasonal changes in thermal insulation   C. ~ .hlkcal!
of male and female divers

Summer Minter

I-total I-tissue i-suit body I-total
fat X!

l-tissue I-suit body
fat X!

Female 0.170 0.071 0.099 25,8 0.193 0.066 0.127 25.4

p<0.05 vs corresponding summer value.
data from Kang et al  9!

l30

Male 0.065 0.028 0.037 14.7 0.135 0.053 0.082 15,3



A signif icantky higher I-tissue during winter  p<0,05! in male divers
indicates a further vasoconstriction in male divers, since the body fat
content was identicaL in summer and ~inter. No further increase in I-
tissue occurred in female divers indicating that they were in a state of
near maximum vasoconstriction in summer and winter. The insulative
value of wet suits  I-suit! significantly increased in make divers but not
in female divers. The difference would be partly attributed to the
thicknss of wet suits and the body area protected with the suit  refer the
method section!. Thus, the physical insulation external to the body was
obviously increased in ~inter only in make divers. This may not fully
account for the increased change in I-suit, because Goldman et al. �2!
have reported that the difference of physical insu$atign of 4.76 and 6. 35
mm neoprene wet suits was slight �. 128 vs. 0.139 C.m .h/kcal!. Since
the insulative value of wet suits was reported to decrease as the work
intensity in water increased  8!, then the lower value of I-suit in summer
male divers may be accounted for by the higher work intensity in water.
Also bypass heat flow due to convective ~ater exchange through the wet suit
� 3! could account for the reduction in I-total, especially in male diver~
who do not wear the hood in summer. The convective heat fLow from the
neck portion of the wet suit would be high in water, keading to an
underestimation of the I-total. Another important reason for the change
in I-suit is a change in diving pattern between summer and ~inter in male
divers. Since the diver stayed Longer on the water surface in winter,
as indicated by the increased surface/dive time ratio, and a foam neoprene
suit is compressed less, the physical insulation of the wet suit should be
higher in winter.
ln the laboratory, we conducted an experiment to test whether or not I-
tissue increases in high pressure in ~ater and I-suit decreases in
proportion to the depth of the water. A clear increase in I-tissue and
reduction in I-suit is illustrated in Fig, 3. To test this phenomenon
in actual diving in the field, we conducted an experiment to measure the
insulative values on two Korean ~omen divers by fixing the surface/dive
time ratio to 1 and 2 and the results are summariz;ed in Table 6. The
data clearly suggest that when the surface/dive time ratio was incr eased
from 1 to 2, the insulative values of tissues and wet suits increased
considerablly. This finding indicates that divers may maintain their
body temperature with less increase in metabolic heat production.
We therefore conclude that professional male divers of Tsushima Island
increased I-suit in the cold season by behavioral adjustment of their
diving pattern, whereas such behavioral adaptation was not observed in
Korean female divers.
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Fig. 3. Relationship between insulative values and water pressures.
I tissue and I suit r epresent the average insulative value of the bode
surface and wet suit during the stead> state of water immersion up to the
neck, respectivelv, i neoprene is the insulative value of neoprene used
for the wet suit �mm!.

Table 6. Effect of diving pattern on changes in insulative values
of diving women

 kcal/m /h!

Resting  air! ¹i 5i.3
«2 56.0

Dive  S/D=l! ¹1 86.5 0.2i0 0.067
«2 97.8 0.164 0.056 0.143 32.3 32.5

0.108 2?.2 27.4

G.i?6 37.7 75.7
0.130 31.5 62.5

Dive  S/D=2! «i 56,8 0.245 0.070
«2 70.9 0.2l4 0.080
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Discussion folloving Dr. Shiraki's presentation

Dr. Craig: If the male has a longer diving time, does the male
produce more or make more money than the female?

Dr. Shiraki: Well, the situation in Korea and in Japan is quite
different, but I can say that the male divers make two or three time+
more.

Dr. Hong: You said that the breath-hold divers dive deeper during
winter< but you did not give the reason why they dive deeper in
winter than in summer. Are there economic reasons for that?

Dr. Shiraki: During the summertime they pick up abalones while during
the wintertime they pick up sea urchins, and also sea cucumbers, which
live deeper than the abalones.

Dr. Slsner: I would like to ask a question about the Funado divers<
particularly about the two men in the boat, is it possible that the
man who gives her the weight is her husband, and the fellow who pulla
her up is her boyfriend?

Dr Lundgrea: A question that is related to some earlier discussiona
we' ve had. The information that I'm looking for may be in your data
For those, I think it was the women, who increased their metabolism
during the winter, does that influence breath-hold diving time?

Dr. Hong: If you take the grand average of nearly two thousand dives,
single dive times decreased during winter.

Dr. Lundgren: Is it reasonable to relate that to an increase in
metabolism? The male divers did not increase their metabolism during
the winter< right? Does their winter dive time also change< or does it
stay the same?

Dr. Shirmki: The dive time in the winter is shortened.

Dr. Lia: Dr. Park and Dr. Hong's study indicated that insulation is
insuf f icient in Korean women in the winter, because the body
temperature fell noticeably, but in the summer< the suit provides
suf f icient, insulation.
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Energetics of Breath-Hold Diving

Dav id R. Pendergast, Department of Physiology, SUNYAB, Buf falo, NY 14214

Abstract

The 02 consumed and C02 produced during a breath-hold dive is important

in determining the time of a breath-hold and the depth of the dive. A typical

dive consists of a combination of descent, swimming at the bottom and ascent.

The energy cost  K! of movement in water is directly propcrtional to the

external work  W! and inversely proportional to the net mechanical efficiency

 e!, E ~ W/e. The W is proportional to the total resistance to movement  D!

and the distance moved  d!. The D during descent and ascent is a combination

of the drag of the body  Db! and the difference between weight in water and

lung volume DB. During bottom swimming, D would be equal to Db and would be

described by the equation, Db = KV , with the constant K reflecting primarily

the physical characteristics of the diver and the exponent n the hydrodynamic

characteristics. The n can vary from -1.2 to 1.85 and is dependent on depth

and speed and K can vary from -3 to 9 and is dependent upon equipment,

swimming style, body composition and to a degree, speed. The DB can vary from

+6 to -6 Kg and is dependent on the weight in water, lung volume, and depth of

the diver. Due to the differences in body composition and lung volume, the D

for men and women is different. The D can be altered by the use of weights

during descent and ascent. The value of e can vary from -2 to 1 5X. The

actual value is dependent on the speed, equipment used and swimming style.

The energy supplied would be 50 and 70X aerobic for a .5 and 2 min dive,

respectively, with the balance of the energy being supplied by, primarily,

high energy phosphates in the shorter dives and glycolysis leading to lactic

acid production in the longer dives. As long as there is a 3 min recovery

between shorter dives, minimal net lactic acid build up is expected. Diving

in cold water would increase the E by about 10X due primarily to a decreased e

and body cooling of 1-2oC would result in an additional l0% increase in K.
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Introduction

Breath-hold div ing can take many forms. These could range from

repetitive diving to 5-20 m to do a job, to diving deeper than 70 m for the

purpose of setting a breath-hold diving record. Although these activities are

quite different, they have many similarities. Most specifically, the time of

the breath-hold is determined to a great extent by the total lung volume prior

to the dive and the rate of oxygen consuraption and CO2 production. Other

presentations in this workshop and previous papers have been devoted to the

role of lung volume �,7,8,14! and CO2 production  8,13!. The purpose of this

presentation is to discuss the factors that influence the rate of consumption

of oxygen during a dive. The VO2 is important not only because it determines

the rate of reduction of alveolar PO2, but also because it influences the PCO2

which is critical in setting diving time.

Tn order to analyze breath-hold diving it must be divided into descent,

swimming at the bottom, and the ascent. This is important because the factors

that determine energy cost of the three parts of a breath-hold dive may be

quite different. The total energy cost  E! of a dive is determined by the

external work  W! and net mechanical efficiency  e!, see equation 1:

E ~ W

e

The W is a product of the water resistance, termed drag  D!, and the distance

of progression through the water  d!  equation 2!:

�!

Combining equations �! and �! we can derive the fol lowing equation �!:

�!E D ' d

e

This equation can be rearranged further to show that the E to swim a given d

is equal to the ratio D to e  equation 4!:

E ~ D

d e
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The above equations can be analyzed quantitatively if one assumes that I I 02

5 Keel and 1 Kca1 ~ 427 Kg m. The ratio of E/d or D/e can be termed

economy. It is important to note that both D and e are independently variab].e

and can be inf 1uenced by the velocity of swimming  V!, body composition and

size, sex, swimming style, water depth and water temperature. In order to

understand the energetics of breath-hold diving, the factors that influence

both D and e wi I I be analyzed.

Previous investigators have measured or estimated the oxygen cost of

repetitive diving in the f ield at periodic intervals to estimate the overal I

energy balance �!, while other investigators studied Navy divers, in a

protected environment, making single dives with passive descents and active

ascents �3!. In another study �4!, the authors estimated the cost of diving

from the force-velocity relationship during descent and ascent and

measurements of water resistance. This analysis made many assumptions, most

importantly that e was 3% and was independent of speed. This latter

assumption we know is not correct �,5,9,10,11!.

The best measurements of energy cost of breath-hold diving have been made

by Craig �!. He measured the VO2 and VC02 during and after the dive, for

varying number of repetitive dives, both assisted and unassisted. The dives

ranged from 30 to 60 s in duration and they were to depths of 5-10 m. In

general he found that a 5 m dive required .8 I OZ and a 10 m dive 1.2 I 02 '

In addition to energy derived from V02, lactic acid built up in the blood

after the first dive and decreased thereafter. These data imply that at least.

part of the E for the dive came from glycolysis leading to lactic acid

production  anaerobic metabolism! and, in addition, from high energy phosphate

depletion  aerobic metabolism! as indicated by the large V02 during recovery

�!. The data from the above studies can be combined and it would appear that

the E of breath-hold diving ranges from .8 to 1.4 1 02 for dives to depths

ranging from 5 to 27 m and lasting between 30 and 90 s. The variability of
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diving styles and profiles make a quantitative analysis of the data from these

studies impossible. Furthermore, no attempt was made to extrapolate the cost

of these relatively shal low dives to deeper dives. To this end, I will

present data from selected studies concerning factors that could influence E

and, therfore, diving depth.

To determine the E of diving, both D and e have to be considered.

Lnasmuchas they are both variable and influenced by different factors each

wil 1 be considered separately.

The drag that must be overcome by a diver is the total of the water

resistance per se �,3! and the net buoyancy of the body  ll!. For example,

to swim at a given speed at the surface, women, who are more buoyant than men,

require about 1/2 of the E �,9!. Specifically in the case of diving, the

lung volume acts as a buoyant force that must be overcome by propulsion and,

therefore, is added to the propulsive force needed to overcome water

resistance. At the beginning of a dive, the buoyant force is large

 equivalent to total lung volume 4-8 Xg! and as the diver goes deeper, the

volume decreases as does the buoyant force. Ironical ly, as the lung volume is

increased, to increase breath-hold diving time, the buoyant force increases.

During descent, the propu lsive force can be maintained at a constant level

and, as the depth of the dive increases, the diver s speed would increase.

Once on the bottom, the total lung volume is not. critical; however, the

density  diver plus equipment! is important, as the attitude of the diver

affects the drag  9,10,11!. During ascent, the initial period requires the

diver to overcome the water resistance plus the effect of the body s sinking

force, as the lung volume and buoyant force are low. As the diver approaches

the surface, the lung volume increases and the buoyant force assists the
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ascent.

The drag resulting from propulsion in water increases exponential ly as a

function of velocity in water  see equation 5; 1,3,4,5,6,9,10,11,12!, with the

rate constant K ref lecting the characteristics of the diver and the exponent n

the hydrodynamic characteristics:

�!D Kvn

8oth K and n are variable and are related to the drag coefficient  CD!, the

density of the water  Pg! and the subject s ef feet ive cross sectional area A.

The latter variable is proportional to the subject s mass and inversely

proportional to the subject s body density  pN! and height  L! ~

Theoretically, the exponent in equation 5 should range from 1 at low speeds,

to 2 at moderate speeds and as high as 4 at high speeds. In fact, the n

ranges from -1.2 to 1.9 with most conditions being around 1.8-1.85, while the

K can vary from 3 to 9. From equation 5 an equation for the coef ficient of

drag CD  see equation 6! can be derived and can be used to examine the factors

that affect the K in equation 5:

~x ~ g
CD ~ 2K -- � --- ~ L

pw
�!

L39

where g is the acceleration due to gravity. Studies in our laboratory have

shown that the CD is about 20K less in women than in men. Furthermore, at the

surface, the CD is 20X greater than it is at 2 and 20K greater at 2 than at

4 . These changes can be directly translated into changes in E, and,

therefore, the depth of water or in fact swimming within 2 of the surface

will affect the E. Another important aspect of D is that, due to the

exponentia 1 increase in D with V, E increases exponential ly with V. As a

further point, the increased E at high speed is not recovered during, a "glide"

due to the high water resistance. This suggests that selecting the correct

swinasing speed is critical for breath-hold diving.

The drag discussed in the paragraph above refers to D without subject



movement. As soon as the arms or legs are moved, the D is increased

�,5,9,10,11!. The depth of kick of the legs, when combined with the kicking

frequency, influences dramatically the D. In studies in our laboratory, D,

during svimming with f ins, was relatively high at low speeds  -7 Kg!,

decreased at moderate speeds  -5 Kg! and increased again at high speeds  -10

Kg!. These changes in D vere a result of the changes in the depth of kicking

at the three speeds. Paradoxical ly, at low and moderate speeds the economy

 E/d! of swimming was similar as changes in e offset the changes in D. At

speeds greater than .9 m/s, the increase in e vas less than the increase in D,

and E/d increased dramatical ly. It should be noted that technical skil 1 of

swisssing can affect both D and e �,9,10,11! and swimming with fins can change

E/d by about +20X. Fins alone in surface swimming tend to buoy the legs and

decrease the E/d; however, in a vertical descent, this effect could result in

a increased E.

The net result of these factors on D during breath-hold diving is

obviously very complicated. Being assisted during descent and ascent can

lover the drag, especial ly considering the drag created by swimming. The D is

al so inf luenced by buoyant forces and vater depth. If a subject produces a

propulsive force of 2 Kg during descent, his speed would range from .5 m/s at

5 m to 1.5 m/s at 30 m, vhile, during ascent, even if the propulsive force

vere 4.5 Kg at 30 m, the speed vould be .4 m/s and would only increase to .65

m/s at 5 m with an additional 2 Kg propulsive force.

Efficiency

As described above, the net mechanical efficiency is equal to the ratio

of E to W. Svimming efficiency can vary from 2 to 15X �,3,4,5,6,9,10,11!.

The variability depends, to a great extent, on the technical ability of the

swimmer. Women have a two times better efficiency than men due to their
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g,rester buoyancy �,9!. In addit ion, f in swimming has a higher e than

swimming without f ins. Most importantly, e increases linearly with speed for

most types of swimming; however, in f in swimming, e is high at low speeds

 -8%!, decreases at moderate speeds  -4X! and increases again at high speeds

 -10X!. As discussed above, these changes are paral leled by changes in D.

The e appears to be related primarily to kicking frequency.

Diving

Combining the data from above we can calculate the E for dives to

different depths, Assuming that the 02 available at the maximum is .21 times

the total lung capacity and knowing E/d, we can calculate the maximal depth of

a dive when swimming without f ins, with f ins and swimming with minimal drag

and maximal efficiency  minimal E/d!. Under these circumstances the total

available 1 02 would be between .75 and 1.5 1 02 and be dependent on total

lung, capacity �-7 I!. The maximal diving depth wou1.d range from 5 to 10 m

without fins, from 10 to 20 m with fins and from 15 to 30 m in the case of

maximal efficiency. It is obvious from this discussion that, for dives to

depths greater than 30 m, the diver must be assisted both during ascent and

descent.

Effect of Water Temperature

Most breath-hold diving is performed in water colder than thermoneutral.

Even if there is no shivering, exposure to water below -34oC results in

metabolic alterations to swimming. Investigators have noticed �0-12! that

the E/d is increased during exposure to cold water, even though the exposure

i.s not long enough to decrease core temperature. This increase amounts to 10-

20X additional E at any speed. If the exposure is long enough to cause a

decrease in core temperature, the E is increased an additional 10 to 20X at

speeds. The increase in E is primarily the result of decreased e, as
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there is either increased metabolic activity in muscles antagonistic to

awisssing or the resistance of the muscles themselves increases when they are

cooled.

8usmary

The energy cost of breath-hold diving has been measured to be between .8

and 1.4 1 02 for dives to depths ranging from 5 to 27 m. Although the minimal

cost  .8 1 Og! appears not to be too variable, as the depth increases, there

is a large variabil ity in energy cost. Many factors can influence this cost

as described above. It is clear that more experimental data is needed to

quantify the exact cost of diving to various depths, with special

consideration to water temperature. At any rate, under optimal conditions,

unassisted diving would appear to be limited to -30 m. More investigation is

needed to prov ide the data necessary to calculate the maximal diving depth

during an assisted dive.
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Discussion following Dr. Pendergast's presentation

Dr. Boysen: In the study you did there were individuals of different
technical skills, from the novice all the way up to experts and
professionals. Was that a breath-hold swim?

Dr. Pendergast: No, those were SCUBA swims.

Dr. Boysen: Then my question is: there is a big difference between
the expert and the professional. The two groups would be expected to
be closer together. You alluded to the fact that you didn't know the
distance they went. I don't know whether they were swimming
aerobically or anaerobically, but you said you thought the big
difference in their performance was technique. To further elucidate
that, do you know anything else about their degree of fitness' In
other words, their oxygen consumption, their maximum oxygen
consumption, in and especially out of water; were they the same or
di f f er ent'?

Dr. Pendergast: The swims that I showed you were all sub-maximal
aerobic swims and that's why they ended at the velocities that they
did. So these were swims these individuals could keep up for six or
eight minutes at each speed. So there was no anaerobic component, and
secondly, if there were a change in fitness, it would not affect the
ener gy cost per unit distance of svimming. I think this is an
extremely important point: f itness does not af feet that, while
technique does. Now, we did a similar graphical analysis of those
divers and the big difference in the divers was the stroke frequency
and the depth of the kick and so one can account for the changes in
whole cost based on those two variables.

Dr. Bong: Let us get down to the nitty gritty. Are the values
calculated by Yokohama in agreement with your data'? What is the
bottom line' ?

Dr. Pendergast: Well, I think that Yokohama's estimates were based
on Dr. Craig's data and Dr. Craig actually made the measurements. At
the two depths the V02 that they calculated or measured agrees with
our data. They were right for the wrong reason, and that is that the
drag and efficiency that they used vere too low. The bottom line is,
as the energy cost is the ratio of drag and efficiency, it turned out
to be the same energy cost.

Dr. hrnold: Dr. Pendergast, at the end of your abstract you mentioned
that. a three minute recovery period between your one minute or so
dives was sufficient to take care of the lactic acid build-up.

Dr. Pendergast: Yes, as repeated diving continues, that lactic acid
is burned as fuel and no net accumulation ensues, as shown by Craig.
Three minutes are sufficient to resynthesize the high energy
phosphates.

Dr. Arnold: In l979, I did a study with Dr. Elsner where we compared
facial immersion breath � holds of 30 second duration to determine
whether the period of time between two breath-holds affected the
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amount of bradycardia elicited by the second. We found that a shortperiod of time between the breath-holds did alter the bradycardia in
the second and, in fact, there was more bradycardia or faster onset of
bradycardia in the second breath-hold than in the first. We assumed
that that might very well have had something to do with either bloodgas or lactic acid build-up and that a recovery period of at least two
minutes should separate that.

Dr. Pendergast: Ny comments are based on two things - one is that
it's well known now that lactic acid can be burned as a substrate for
subsequent exercises. In your experiments, you were resting which
makes a considerable difference in the lactate wash-out. We have
recently done a study that shows that if you do a set amount of super
maximal exercise, if you start with resting or some elevated lactate,
at the end of that exercise, you wind up with the same lactate. Now
what this means is that the balance of the lactate was burned in that
particulaL exercise if it's an aerobic exercise. So the lactate can
in fact be burned off. The other answer would be that, if in fact,
there is lactate build-up, which there probably is for other reasons,
then in fact the lactic acid would serve to drive the heart rate
higher and counteract in part your bradycardia.
Dr. Craig: In regard to the lactate, we used very different types of
diving patterns. 30 second down then 30 second rest, 5 meters diving,
l0 meters diving on different schedules and in some of the more
difficult dives we did lactic acid and we never found a significant
elevation in lactic acid in repetitive diving.

Dr. Lnndgren: I don't know if it's a question or a comment, but, Dr.
Pendergast, you made the point that swimming harder will allow energy
production by glycolysis and that would not put a penalty on the diver
in terms of C02 production and oxygen consumption, which is kind of
obvious, but I suppose you' re not proposing that you would thereby be
able to dive longer � well longer perhaps in distance, is that what
you imply7 What is perhaps obvious to everybody is that lactacidemia,
for one, is a respiratory stimulus itself and it could also increase
PC02 by reducing the solubility of any C02 present.

Dr. Pendergast: I guess I would suggest this somewhat tongue-in-cheek
because I don't think you can predict whether the increase in drive to
ventilation or the small reduction in P02 would offset the tremendous
savings that you could have in oxygen consumption as far as the cost
of the swimming is concerned. The other important thing is that the
cost per unit distance, over the range of speeds that you can do
breath-hold diving, is constant, and therefore one conceivably, and
I'm saying this to an extent tongue-in-cheek, could cover a much
greater distance under that situation than under the other.

Dr. Van Liev: Is it possible to say that there is a given amount of
oxygen saved, due to the lactic and alactic debts7 That would
independent of speed.

Dr. Pendergast: Yes, there is. The alactic, so called, deficit is
somewhere between one and two liters of oxygen total, so in the cost
of a dive you can save that much energy immediately with really no net
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consequence, as long as there is enough time in between the dives to
resynthesize the high energy phosphates. If the time between the
dives is too short, then you would have embarrassed your high energy
phosphates and you'd begin to produce lactic acid which then perhaps
would accumulate over time. The lactic acid component would be
equivalent to three milliliters of oxygen per millimole per kilogram
body weight and this can account f or maximally probably about f our
liters, but it would take about two to two and a half minutes to build
that total deficit and so totally it's estimated that the total amount
of oxygen equivalent available from anaerobic sources would be
somewhere between four and six liters of oxygen.
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